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a b s t r a c t

The Pattern Minimization Problem (PMP) consists in finding, among the optimal solutions
of a cutting stock problem, one that minimizes the number of distinct cutting patterns
activated. The Work-in-process Minimization Problem (WMP) calls for scheduling the
patterns so as to maintain as few open stacks as possible. This paper addresses a particular
class of problems, where no more than two parts can be cut from any stock item, hence
the feasible cutting patterns form the arc set of an undirected graph G. The paper extends
the case G = Kn introduced in 1999 by McDiarmid. We show that some properties holding
for G = Kn are no longer valid for the general case; however, for special cases of practical
relevance, properly including G = Kn, quasi-exact solutions for the PMP and the WMP can
be found: the latter in polynomial time, the former via a set-packing formulation providing
very good lower bounds.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the Cutting Stock Problem (CSP) [1] a set I of n part types of different sizes and, possibly, shapes must be cut out in
quantities d1, . . . , dn > 0 from stock items of given size. The problem asks for fulfilling the whole requirement of parts
using the least number z∗CSP of stock items.

An optimal solution to the CSP can however be unsatisfactory in respect of (i) the number of setups, that is, of times a
cutting pattern is to be changed, (ii) the maximum number of open stacks, that is, of incomplete lots maintained during
production. These two issues are respectively addressed by the Pattern Minimization Problem (PMP) [2] and (what we here
call) theWork-in-process Minimization Problem (WMP), a special kind of pattern sequencing problem [3,4].

The PMP (the WMP) seeks for a solution of a CSP that, using exactly z∗CSP stock items, minimizes the number of distinct
patterns chosen (themaximumnumber of open stacksmaintained) to cut the required parts. The PMP, considerably difficult
in general, can be formulated as integer programming by adding activation variables to the classical Gilmore–Gomory
formulation of the cutting stock problem, see [5,6]. An alternative formulationwas proposed by Vanderbeck and usedwithin
a branch-and-price scheme [2]. Recently a branch-and-cut-and-price algorithm based on [2] has been developed by [7].

Most papers on theWMP first solve a CSP, then sequence the cutting patterns of the solution found trying tominimize the
maximumnumber of downstream stacksmaintained open during production. Integrated approaches based on integer linear
programming have recently been proposed by Yanasse et al. [8] and Arbib et al. [9]. Other contributions [4,10,11] regard the
maximum number of open stacks as a technological constraint instead of as a performance indicator: the problem, there, is
in finding a minimum trim-loss set of patterns that can be sequenced without exceeding a given number of open stacks.
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This paper focuses on the case in which nomore than two parts can be cut from each stock item, and aims at contributing
to both cutting and (part type/pattern) sequencing problems. Basic terminology following [12,13] is provided in Sections 1.1
and 1.2, and the results are summarized in Section 1.3.

1.1. Cutting patterns with no more than two parts

For particular sizes of the required parts or when cutting machines are provided with a limited number of slitters, a
limited number t of parts can be obtained from each stock item. McDiarmid [14] studied the case t = 2.

Assumption 1.1. Any two parts fit in a stock item, but three do not.

In this case, the PMP is NP-hard; however, both the CSP and theWMP are trivial, see [14] and Section 2. Based on a result
of [14], under Assumption 1.1 the PMP can be formulated in terms of set-packing with a number of variables that can be
exponential in n, see Section 2. As we will see in Section 7 for a more general case, such a formulation generally provides
much better lower bounds than that used in [2] for the general PMP, and is therefore appropriate for an exact solution
algorithm when t = 2.

Although elegant, McDiarmid’s study seems more concerned with theoretical than practical issues. The situation de-
scribed in [14] considers 1-dimensional part types of length w1, . . . , wn: in this case, Assumption 1.1 requires w/3 < wi ≤

w/2 for any i ∈ I , which is not very likely to occur in real applications. In fact, incompatible pairs of part types normally
exist in practice, because of sizes, but also because of specific operational constraints or geometrical issues that go beyond
the simple sum of lengths (e.g., 2-dimensional shape). To capture some of these situations, Assumption 1.1 must necessarily
be relaxed.

Assumption 1.2. No more than two parts are cut from any stock item.

Assumption 1.2 just stresses the impossibility of cutting three parts, without any further requirement on sizes or shapes.
To describe this more general case, we use a compatibility graph G = (I, E), where ij ∈ E if and only if a cutting pattern
producing both parts i and j is feasible. Note that G may have self-loops, corresponding to patterns producing two parts of
the same type. This generalization of the quoted problems is here denoted as CSP|G, WMP|G and PMP|G. According to this
notation, the case studied in [14] is PMP|Kn, where Kn is a complete graph with n nodes and a self-loop at each node.

The CSP and the WMP for general graphs are less trivial than for Kn, and the PMP cannot be directly formulated in terms
of set packing. Sometimes, however, graph G has a special structure that makes things easier. For instance, in 1-dimensional
cases I can be partitioned into a set P = {i ∈ I : wi > w/2} of ‘‘large’’ parts, no two of which fit in a stock item, and a set
Q = I − P of ‘‘small’’ parts, that may or not be compatible with each other or with other large parts. If all parts in Q are
mutually compatible, thenG is a split graph, denoted by Sn. A particular case of split graph is the threshold graph [15], denoted
by Tn, where no other source of incompatibility exists than that originated by part lengths, i.e., wi + wj ≤ w implies the
feasibility of the relevant cutting pattern. The computational advantages of such structures are summarized in Section 1.3.

1.2. Part type sequencing

To describe a solution of the PMP/WMP it is useful to introduce some notions related to part-type and cut sequencing.
For any finite and discrete sets A, B ⊆ A and any f : A→ R we let f (B) =

∑
i∈B fi. An instance of the PMP/WMP is given

by a weighted set I = {1, . . . , n} with weights d1, . . . , dn and an undirected graph G = (I, E). Elements of I correspond
to part types and weights to required quantities. Notice that part-type lengths or shape parameters are not given, since
packing constraints are completely described by the compatibility graph G. For any S ⊆ I , the minimum number of stock
items required to cut all the parts in S is denoted as z∗CSP(S).

Using a scheduling-like terminology, we associate part type iwith a job of di time units. A schedule of all the jobs of I on
two parallel machinesM ′,M ′′ can be viewed as a solution of the CSP where, according to some patterns, a stock item is cut
at each time unit. See Fig. 1(a): there are four jobs with durations d1 = 8, d2 = 4, d3 = 5, d4 = 3; the solution shown cuts
three stock items by pattern (2, 1), two by pattern (3, 1), three by pattern (4, 1) and one by patterns (2, 3) and (3, 3). The
completion time Cmax of any non-trivial schedule clearly lies between ⌈ d(I)2 ⌉ and d(I) and equals the number of stock items
cut in that schedule. Because of the analogy between part types and jobs, such terms will often be used as synonyms in the
rest of the paper.

Let us briefly recall a few basic notions.

Definition 1. We say that a job is split whenever it is processed on bothM ′ and M ′′.

In Fig. 1(a) job 4 is split; in Fig. 1(b) job 3 is split and job 2 is interrupted but not split. In our context, we slightly modify
the classical notion of preemption as follows.

Definition 2. We call non-preemptive a schedule where no job is interrupted, and no job but (possibly) the last is split.
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Fig. 1. Sequences of cutting patterns: (a) non-preemptive CSP-optimal (case G = Kn), (b) CSP-optimal.

The schedule of Fig. 1(b) is preemptive whereas that of Fig. 1(a) is not. A non-preemptive schedule has the property that
when we start cutting a new part, we produce it until the relevant lot is terminated; and because a cutting pattern yields
exactly two parts at a time, we derive:

Proposition 3. In a non-preemptive schedule, no more than two open stacks are maintained throughout the process, that is,
z∗WMP ≤ 2.

Although non-preemptive, a schedule could still maintain a machine temporarily idle due to job incompatibilities: we
therefore introduce the following:

Definition 4. A schedule is called non-delay [12] if neither M ′ nor M ′′ are kept idle while a job is waiting for processing.

Note that a schedule is non-delay if and only if Cmax = ⌈
d(I)
2 ⌉.

1.3. Paper outline

In this paper we show that for general graphs the PMP cannot benefit from the theory developed in [14]. This
provides further justification to the analysis of special (but significant) graphs where particular properties can be exploited.
Specifically, we show that

• for G = Sn the CSP can efficiently be solved, and an upgraded set-packing formulation can still be used for cutting pattern
minimization;
• for G = Tn a CSP-optimal solution that uses ≤2 open stacks can be found in O(n log(n)) time; moreover a PMP-optimal

solution always admits a schedule with≤2 open stacks.

The paper has the following structure. After surveying the case G = Kn (Section 2), we point out properties which are lost
in the general case (Section 3), and then go through the cases of split (Section 4) and threshold (Section 5) compatibility
graphs, where such properties are in part, or completely, recovered. A mixed-integer linear programming formulation is
then proposed for the latter two cases (Section 6). A computational experience demonstrating the quality of lower bounds
obtained with the formulation for PMP|Sn concludes the paper (Section 7).

2. The case G = Kn

This is the case described by Assumption 1.1. Since all part types aremutually compatible, any CSP-optimal two-machine
schedule of I is clearly non-delay, therefore z∗CSP = min{Cmax} = ⌈

d(I)
2 ⌉. Moreover, any CSP-optimal solution can be

rearranged so as to obtain a non-preemptive schedule. Therefore:

Proposition 5. For G = Kn, z∗WMP ≤ 2.

Non-preemptive solutions have also interest for the PMP. Trivially, with k ∈ N and odd(k) = ⌈ k2⌉ − ⌊
k
2⌋ (that is,

odd(k) = 1 if k is odd and 0 otherwise), we have:

Proposition 6. For G = Kn any non-preemptive CSP-optimal schedule uses≤ n+ odd(d(I)) distinct cutting patterns.

The worst case occurs when no two jobs terminate at the same time, whereas one cutting pattern is saved whenever the
completion times of two jobs coincide. This gives way to the following definition [14].

Definition 7. A subset B of I is said to be balanced if it can be partitioned into B′, B′′ so that d(B′) = d(B′′). If no proper subset
of B is balanced then B is calledminimal.
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Not only a minimal balanced subset B can be scheduled on M ′,M ′′ so as to save one pattern, but this schedule is clearly
completed within z∗CSP(B) = d(B)/2. A non-delay (and therefore CSP-optimal) schedule of I , with B ⊆ I balanced, is then
obtained by separately scheduling B and I − B:

z∗CSP(I) = z∗CSP(I − B)+ z∗CSP(B). (1)

Now any solution of PMP|Kn can w.l.o.g. be thought as a partition of the jobs into balanced subsets Bk (k = 1 . . . q), plus
a rest R = I −

q
k=1 Bk scheduled in some way. Applying (1) recursively, one has in particular that a partition with the

maximum number ν(I) of disjoint balanced subsets of I admits a CSP-optimal (i.e., PMP-feasible) schedule. Suppose d(I)
even. McDiarmid showed:

Theorem 8. z∗PMP|Kn = n− ν(I).

Proof. See [14]. �

If d(I) is odd, the theorem holds as well: it is in fact sufficient to introduce a dummy job n+ 1, compatible with all jobs
in I and corresponding to a requirement of just dn+1 = 1 part.

By Theorem 8, PMP|Kn can be formulated as a set-packing problem. Let B ∈ {0, 1}n×r be the collection of all the incidence
(column) vectors of balanced subsets of I .

ν(I) = max


r−

k=1

xk : Bx ≤ 1, x ≥ 0 integer


. (2)

Since the balanced subsets of I are exponentially many, for relatively large n the solution of program (2) is to be
approached by delayed column generation. With λ∗i ≥ 0, i ∈ I , dual optimum of the linear relaxation of a restricted master
problem in the form (2), the pricing problem reads

min
n−

i=1

λ∗i (b
′

i + b′′i ) (3)

n−
i=1

dib′i =
n−

i=1

dib′′i

b′(I) ≥ 1
b′i + b′′i ≤ 1 i ∈ I
b′i, b

′′

i ≥ 0 integer i ∈ I

where, according to the constraints written, b = b′ + b′′ is the incidence vector of a balanced subset of I . Problem (3) is
NP-hard [16], and can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time, see [17].

We finally observe that by Proposition 5, both R and each Bk can be CSP-optimally scheduled with no preemption. Thus
Proposition 3, Theorem 8 and equation (1) strengthen Proposition 5 as follows.

Proposition 9. For G = Kn, z∗WMP ≤ 2 for some PMP-optimal schedule.

3. The general case

Many properties holding for G = Kn do not hold for arbitrary G. First, depending on incompatibility between part types,
a CSP-optimal schedule may not be non-delay, that is, z∗CSP can be > ⌈ d(I)2 ⌉. Moreover:

Proposition 10. CSP|G may not admit optimal schedules with≤2 open stacks.

Proof. Let I = P ∪ Q , P = {1, 2, 3},Q = {4, . . . , 7}, d1 = d2 = d3 = 2, d4 = d5 = d6 = 1, d7 = 3. Suppose all jobs in
Q mutually compatible, those in P mutually incompatible, job 7 compatible with the whole P , and i compatible with i + 3
only, i = 1, 2, 3. Clearly z∗CSP = 6; but one job (either job 7, or one in P) has to be interrupted in every CSP-optimal schedule,
see Fig. 2. �

Consequently, Proposition 5 fails to hold in the general case.
As observed, an arc of G = (I, E) corresponds to a cutting pattern involving the part types associated with the extremes,

possibly coinciding with the same node i, when self-compatible. However, a part of type i can not only be cut with a part of
another type j, or with a part of the same type, but can also be cut singularly. So let xij, xii and xi denote the number of cuts
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Fig. 2. (a) Compatibility graph; (b) preemptive PMP-optimal solution.

of the first, second and third species. Then

min x(E)+ x(I) (4)

xi + 2xii +
−

j:ij∈E, j≠i

xij = di i ∈ I

xij, xi ≥ 0, integer ij ∈ E, i ∈ I

(where xii = 0 for any i not self-compatible) formulates CSP|G. Problem (4) can be reduced from an integer d-matching, and,
though not total dual integral, is strongly polynomial [18].

As far as the PMP is concerned, we note that the number of variables that get positive values in a solution of (4) equals the
number of patterns used. One can therefore formulate the PMP by adding suitable activation variables to (4) (see Section 7),
but in so doing a very weak formulation in terms of linear relaxation is obtained. On the other hand, the formulation (2)
used for PMP|Kn cannot be directly extended to PMP|G due to two reasons:

(i) minimal balanced subsets may not be feasible, i.e., may not admit a schedule of length d(B)/2 respecting job compati-
bility, and pattern-saving, i.e., the schedule may use≥|B| distinct patterns;

(ii) a packing of feasible and pattern-saving balanced subsets Bk, k ∈ K , may still not correspond to a CSP-optimal solution.

Let us separately analyze the two issues above.

3.1. Conditions on balanced sets

Model (3) does not take job compatibility into account, hence the feasibility argument is sufficient to make (3) unfit
to formulate the pricing problem. Generally speaking, including the notion of ‘‘feasible’’ would require a revision of the
notion of ‘‘balanced’’, that is, an extension of Definition 7 that allows job splitting. Take for instance B = {1, 2, 3, 4} and
E = {13, 14, 22, 23}, see Fig. 3(a), with d1 = 5, d2 = 7, d3 = 4, d4 = 2. According to Definition 7, B has a single balanced
partition B′ = {1, 3}, B′′ = {2, 4}; but due to job incompatibility, assigning these subsets to distinct machines results in a
schedule with idle time. Still, B can be scheduled within d(B)/2 = 9 by splitting job 2, see Fig. 3(b).

But the balanced subsets of Definition 7 are noticeable because they are pattern-saving, which is not necessarily the case
when a non-trivial compatibility graph is involved (in the example above, B is not pattern-saving because every schedule
with Cmax = d(B)/2 requires ≥ 4 patterns). It is easy to see that job splitting does not help reduce the number of patterns.
Therefore, Definition 7 is to be adjusted by not only requiring that B′ and B′′ can be scheduledwithin Cmax = d(B)/2, but also
that no two incompatible jobs are scheduled onM ′ andM ′′ at the same time instant. When this occurs, B is called a feasible
balanced subset (in short, fbs), and if the schedule saves one pattern, we say that B is a save-fbs. Note that this schedule can
be preemptive with no prejudice on pattern-saving: Fig. 2(b) shows a preemptive schedule that saves one pattern.

Save-fbs are characterized by the following theorem.

Theorem 11. Let B = B′ ∪ B′′ be a minimal balanced subset of I. Then B is a save-fbs if and only if a distribution problem with
demand di, i ∈ B′, and offer dj, j ∈ B′′, admits an assignment that uses the arcs of the bipartite subgraph of G induced by B′ and
B′′.

Proof. If such an assignment exists, then one also exists using the arcs of a spanning tree T of B with bipartition {B′, B′′},
and therefore B can be scheduled within z∗CSP(B) = d(B)/2 using ≤ |B| − 1 cutting patterns. Conversely, suppose that B
can be scheduled within d(B)/2 using |B| − 1 patterns. Let xij be the number of parts of type i cut with parts of type j, and
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ba

Fig. 3. (a) Compatibility graph, (b) feasible balanced subset with no assignment as in Theorem 11.

a b c

Fig. 4. (a) Compatibility graph, (b) a CSP-optimal solution, (c) a solution that maximizes the number of save-fbs but is not CSP-optimal.

T = {ij ∈ E : xij > 0} be the set of patterns used by x. As |T | = |B| − 1, T is a tree spanning B, and therefore bipartite with
bipartition B′, B′′. We can therefore partition B into B′ and B′′, respectively containing the jobs assigned toM ′ andM ′′. Since
di =

∑
j:ij∈E xij for all i ∈ B, x represents an assignment of the offer of B′′ to the demand of B′. �

Observation 12. In order to partly extend Theorem 8 it is crucial to remark the association of each save-fbs B with its spanning
tree, the arcs of which represent the patterns used in a balanced schedule of B′ onM ′ and B′′ onM ′′ (see the following Theorem 15).

3.2. Conditions on packing

Issue (ii) derives from the possibility that a maximum packing of save-fbs does not recursively fulfil equation (1). This is
not just a mere possibility.

Proposition 13. For an arbitrary graph G, Theorem 8may not hold any longer.

Proof. I = {1, 2, 3}, 0 < w1 < w
2 , 0 < w2 < w

2 < w3, w1 + w3 ≤ w, w2 + w3 ≤ w (Fig. 4(a)); moreover, d1 = d2,
d3 > d1 + d2. Here z∗CSP = d3, z∗PMP = 3 (Fig. 4(b)), but ν(I) = 1. In fact the only save-fbs available, B = {1, 2} (thick line in
Fig. 4(c)), does not fulfil equation (1) since a solution using cutting patterns {1, 2}, {3} requires d1+d3 > d3 stock items. �

Thus to find a solution of PMP|G via save-fbs packing, we must restrict our attention to special families of save-fbs.

Definition 14. A packing {Bk}k∈K of save-fbs of I is CSP-optimal if

−
k∈K

d(Bk)

2
+ z∗CSP


I −


k∈K

Bk


= z∗CSP(I). (5)

Let µ(I) denote the maximum number of elements of a CSP-optimal packing of save-fbs of I . Then:

Theorem 15. z∗PMP|G ≥ n− µ(I).

Proof. Similar to [14]. Take a solution of (4) which is PMP-optimal. The arcs it uses form connected components
(V1, E1), . . . , (Vk, Ek). Hence z∗PMP = |E1| + · · · + |Ek| ≥ n− t , where t ≤ k is the number of connected components that are
trees. But by Theorem 11, Observation 12, every save-fbs corresponds to a tree-like connected component, so µ(I) ≥ t and
the thesis follows. �

Replacing ν(I) with µ(I) is however not sufficient to reduce the PMP to the maximization of µ(I), because Proposition 6
does not hold true in general. In fact:

Proposition 16. For an arbitrary graph G, a CSP-optimal solution may not admit a schedule using ≤n+ 1 cutting patterns.

Proof. I = {1, . . . , n}, d1 = n − 1, d2 = · · · = dn = 3, E = {22, . . . , nn, 12, . . . , 1n}. Here only one schedule of I exists
with z∗CSP =

d(I)
2 = 2(n− 1), but z∗PMP = 2(n− 1), see Fig. 5. Note that for increasing n, z∗PMP|G tends to 2n. �
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Fig. 5. (a) Compatibility graph; (b) PMP-optimal solution with 2(n− 1) patterns.

Proposition 16 implies that even choosing the save-fbs’s in a sequence that recursively respects equation (1), the resulting
solution may not be PMP-optimal. In fact, the savings obtained via the save-fbs’s may be lost when scheduling the rest R:
write the example of Fig. 5 for n = 6, add nodes 7, 8, 9 with demand d7 = d8 = 7, d9 = 14, and arcs 17, 77, 78, 79, 88, 89.
B = {7, 8, 9} is the only save-fbs, and its use forces us to schedule the rest as in Fig. 5, eventually getting 12 patterns; on the
other hand, a non-preemptive feasible schedule with just 9 patterns exists.

Summarizing, the solution obtained by a CSP-optimal packing of save-fbs provides, in general, just an upper bound that
may differ from the lower bound given by Theorem 15. One can however recover in some form Theorem 8 for particular
non-trivial compatibility graphs, see Sections 4 and 5.

We close the section with a note on the WMP. The possibility of scheduling a save-fbs B using the least number of
open stacks relies on a result by Agnetis et al. [19]. Non-preemption is no longer guaranteed, therefore Proposition 3 is
not applicable.

Proposition 17. A schedule completing a save-fbs B within d(B)
2 while maintaining ≤2 open stacks may not exist.

Proof. In Proposition 10, P ∪ Q forms a balanced subset with partition P,Q . �

4. The case G = Sn

Here the compatibility graph G of I is a split graph, i.e., I can be partitioned into a clique Q and a stable set P , where, by
definition, all (no) nodes of Q (of P) have a self-loop. Unlike the general case, CSP|Sn can be formulated with polynomially
many inequalities as a linear network flow problem as explained hereafter.

Modify G = (I, E) as follows to get an acyclic network N (see Fig. 6(a–b)):

• remove the arcs with both extremes in the clique Q and orientate the remaining arcs from Q to P;
• add a new node t to I and all arcs jt for j ∈ Q ∪ P;
• assign capacity dj to arcs jt, j ∈ P , and infinite capacity to all other arcs;
• assign per-unit flow cost cit = 1 to arcs it with i ∈ Q , and cij = 0 to all other arcs;
• regard each i ∈ Q as a source that offers a flow di to the sink t , either directly or via intermediate nodes in P , and all other

nodes i ∈ P as transit nodes.

Let φij be the flow in arc ij. With φj(V ) =
∑

i∈V φij, for all V ⊆ I , let φ∗QP =
∑

j∈P φ∗j (Q ) denote the total flow (sum
of the flows) traversing the arcs from Q to P in a min-cost distribution {φ∗ij }. Let also Q̂ = {i ∈ Q : φit > 0} and
P̌ = {j ∈ P : dj − φjt > 0}.

Then:

Theorem 18. For G = Sn we have

z∗CSP = d(P)+


d(Q )− φ∗QP

2


and z∗PMP ≤ n+ odd(φ∗t (Q̂ )).

Proof. As usual call xij the number of parts of type i that are cut with parts of type j, and call yk the total number of parts of
types in Q (in P) that are cut with parts of type k ∈ P (∈Q ) in a given schedule. It is easy to see that

φij = xij ij ∈ E
φjt = yj jt : j ∈ P
φit = di − yi it : i ∈ Q
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Fig. 6. (a) Compatibility graph; (b) the network; (c) a flow distribution; (d) a CSP-optimal solution.

is a feasible flowdistribution onN , see the example in Fig. 6(c). In this distribution, the arcs fromQ to P are globally traversed
by a flow whose value φQP =

∑
i∈Q
∑

j∈P xij equals, by construction, the number of parts of types in Q matched to parts of
types in P . Conversely, every basic flow distribution on N can be interpreted as a schedule where parts of types in Q̂ are
self-matched, parts of types in P̌ are unmatched, and the remaining parts are matched together. In fact, the distribution
being basic and di integer, all φij are integer too, thus the distribution gives (see example of Fig. 6(c–d)):

• a schedule of the parts of types in Q that are not matched with parts of types in P , that is, fractions of jobs i ∈ Q̂ with
lengths φit > 0 (rightmost fraction of job 4 in the example);
• a schedule of the parts of types in P that are cut singularly, that is fractions of jobs j ∈ P̌ with lengths dj − φjt > 0

(rightmost fraction of job 6);
• a possibly preemptive schedule of the matched parts of types in P and Q , that is of jobs j ∈ P with length φjt = yj > 0

(jobs 5 and 7, and leftmost fraction of job 6), and i ∈ Q with length di − φit = yi > 0 (jobs 1, 2, 3, and leftmost fraction
of job 4).

Since the jobs in Q̂ (in P̌) are mutually (in)compatible, the shortest schedule of P̌ ∪ Q̂ has length (d(P) −
∑

j∈P φjt) +

⌈
∑

j∈Q φjt/2⌉. Summing to this value the length φQP of a schedule that matches the remaining parts, the whole set I turns
out to be scheduled within

φQP + d(P)−
−
j∈P

φjt +


∑
j∈Q

φjt

2

 = d(P)+


d(Q )− φQP

2


.

As d(P) and d(Q ) are constant, a schedule of I is CSP-optimal if and only ifφQP is maximum: butmaximizingφQP corresponds
to minimizing the cost of the distribution, i.e. to finding {φ∗ij }. So the first formula of the theorem is proved.

To prove the second formula, observe that the patterns of the schedule defined by {φ∗ij } correspond to:

• non-empty arcs it, i ∈ Q (corresponding to self-matched parts of Q̂ ): call this set AQt ;
• unsaturated — possibly empty — arcs jt, j ∈ P (in fact, if jt is unsaturated, then there are unmatched parts of type j that

need to be cut alone): call this set APt ;
• non-empty arcs ij ∈ Q × P (corresponding to patterns that match i with j): call this set AQP .
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To count these patterns, recall that self-matched parts (set Q̂ ) are φ∗t (Q̂ ) =
∑

i∈Q̂ φ∗ij : applying Proposition 6 to these
parts, we find a CSP-optimal schedule that uses |Q̂ |+ odd(φ∗t (Q̂ )) patterns. Since |AQt | = |Q̂ |, the complete schedule counts
|AQP | + |APt | + |AQt | + odd(φ∗t (Q̂ )) patterns.

Now, suppose {φ∗ij } basic and let F = FQP ∪ FQt ∪ FPt denote the set of basic arcs, where FQP = AQP , FQt = AQt , and FPt
contains the non-empty and unsaturated arcs jt, j ∈ P: so if there are p0 empty arcs jt ∈ APt , then

|FPt | = |APt | − p0. (6)

Using (6) we obtain that the patterns of a basic solution are

|FQP | + |FPt | + p0 + |FQt | + odd(φ∗t (Q̂ )) = |F | + p0 + odd(φ∗t (Q̂ )). (7)

But if jt is empty for j ∈ P , then {φ∗ij } is basic in N − {j}. The basic arcs being less than the number of nodes in the reduced
network, we see

|F | ≤ n− p0 (8)

and putting together (7) and (8) we conclude that there are no more than n+ odd(φ∗t (Q̂ )) cutting patterns. �

Theorem 18 extends Proposition 6 to the case G = Sn. Moreover, unlike the general case (see Proposition 16), a tight
upper bound to z∗PMP|Sn can be obtained. Indeed we can use Theorem 18 to strengthen Theorem 15.

Theorem 19. If odd(φ∗t (Q̂ )) = 0, then

z∗PMP|Sn = n− µ(I).

Otherwise

n− µ(I) ≤ z∗PMP|Sn ≤ n− µ(I)+ 1.

Proof. By Theorem 15 it is sufficient to prove the upper bound. Let B1, . . . , Bm be a CSP-optimal packing of save-fbs
(Definition 14), and let R = I −

m
k=1 Bk. Apply Theorem 18 to R (an induced subgraph of a split graph is still a split graph),

getting a solution which uses no more than |R| + odd(φ∗t (Q̂R)) cutting patterns (Q̂R here denotes the analogue of Q̂ for the
compatibility graph of R). Then

z∗PMP|Tn ≤

m−
k=1

(|Bk| − 1)+ |R| + odd(φ∗t (Q̂R)) = n−m+ odd(φ∗t (Q̂ )).

Form maximum one then gets z∗PMP|Tn ≤ n− µ(I)+ 1, or z∗PMP|Tn ≤ n− µ(I) if odd(φ∗t (Q̂ )) = odd(φ∗t (Q̂R)) = 0. �

By Theorem 19, the computation of µ(I) provides a PMP|Sn solution with at most one extra pattern. As we will discuss
in Section 5, this gap is tight. We close this section with an observation on WMP|Sn.

Observation 20. CSP|Sn may not admit schedules with≤2 open stacks: in fact, the compatibility graph G of Proposition 10 is a
split graph.

5. The case G = Tn

A threshold graph Tn is a particular split graph. In general, the node set of Tn is partitioned into a stable set P and a
clique Q , and the nodes of P = (1, . . . , |P|) can be ordered according to inclusion of the respective neighbor sets Q (i), i.e.,
Q (i) ⊆ Q (i + 1) for i = 1, . . . , |P| − 1. For the sake of clarity, let us refer to 1-dimensional problems: G = Tn is in fact
frequent in practical applications with two slitter machines, where no other incompatibility occurs than between pairs of
part types with total length exceeding w. For any threshold graph Tn, a set of node weights w1, . . . , wn and a real w can
always be found so that i and j are compatible iff wi + wj ≤ w: since i ∈ Q ⇔ wi ≤ w/2, we call short the nodes (part
types) in Q and long those in P .

Assume w.l.o.g. w1 > w2 > · · · > wn. A CSP-optimal schedule can then be obtained by Algorithm 1: the basic idea is to
schedule compatible part types continuously onM ′ andM ′′ up to workload balance, then schedule the residual jobs (if any)
on one or both machines according to whether they consist of long or short parts only. The algorithm uses a parity control
0–1 variable odd, and returns odd = 1 iff the last residual job consists of an odd number of short parts.

Theorem 21. Algorithm 1 finds a CSP|Tn-optimal solution that requires≤2 open stacks in O(n log(n)) time.

Proof. Algorithm 1 is a trivial modification of the 2FFD algorithm proved CSP|Tn-optimal in [20]. Unlike 2FFD (see Fig. 7),
Algorithm 1 guarantees non-preemption: in fact only one job is possibly split, and no job is interrupted. The complexity is
dominated by that of ordering the wi’s. �
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Algorithm 1
i← 1, j← n, c ← 0;
while i < j do

if wi + wj > w then
schedule d← di items of type i onM ′ from c on
set i← i+ 1

else
schedule d← min{di, dj} items of type i and j, respectively, on M ′ and M ′′ from c on
if di > dj then

di ← di − dj; j← j− 1
else if di < dj then

dj ← dj − di; i← i+ 1
else

i← i+ 1; j← j− 1
end if

end if
c ← c + d

end while
{placement of last job}
odd← 0
if job i has not been completed then

if i ∈ P then
schedule the remaining items onM ′

else
if di is odd then

schedule ⌈di/2⌉ items onM ′ and ⌊di/2⌋ items onM ′′
odd← 1

else
schedule di/2 items on M ′ and di/2 items on M ′′.

end if
end if

end if

a

b c

Fig. 7. (a) Compatibility graph; (b) preemptive CSP-optimal solution by 2FFD; (c) non-preemptive CSP-optimal solution.

As far as the PMP is concerned, observe that the compatibility between jobs in the example of Proposition 13 only depends
on job sizes, hence the graph of Fig. 4(a) is threshold and therefore Theorem 8 does not hold even for G = Tn.

However, we can here prove:

Lemma 22. For G = Tn Algorithm 1 gives a schedule that uses≤ n+ odd distinct cutting patterns.

Proof. Since the schedule is non-preemptive, a cutting pattern is changed at the end of each job: then no new pattern will
ever produce that job. If odd = 0, then either no job is split, or the last job is split into two jobs with the same completion
time, hence z∗PMP|Tn ≤ n. If instead odd = 1 the completion times ofM ′ and M ′′ differ by 1, and hence z∗PMP|Tn ≤ n+ 1. �

Note that here the role of the dummy job (introduced to cope with d(I) odd in Theorem 8) is not so clear as for G = Kn.
In fact, like G = Kn, when Algorithm 1 returns odd = 0 the addition of a dummy job does not help reduce the number of
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a

b c

Fig. 8. (a) Compatibility graph; (b) PMP-feasible solution; (c) PMP-optimal solution.

a

b c

Fig. 9. (a) Compatibility graph; (b) PMP-optimal solution; (c) PMP-feasible solution obtained by adding a dummy job.

patterns. When odd = 1, however, the addition of a dummy job is sometimes (Example 23), but not always (Example 24),
necessary to improve the upper bound, even when it increases the number of save-fbs (Example 25).

Example 23. Take P = {1}with d1 = 3, Q = {2, 3, 4, 5}with d2 = 2, d3 = 3, d4 = 2, d5 = 8. Ifw1+wi ≤ w for i = 4 only
(Fig. 8(a)), Algorithm 1 returns odd = 1, but if no dummy job is added, no save-fbs exists, so we just know by Lemma 22 that
we do not need more than six patterns (Fig. 8(b)). A PMP-optimal solution with five patterns can however be discovered by
adding dummy job 6 (Fig. 8(c)): this solution uses the save-fbs {2, 3, 6} and the self-compatibility of job 5.

Example 24. Modify Example 23 by requiring d4 = 1 and removing job 5 (Fig. 9(a)); again, Algorithm 1 returns odd = 1.
The CSP-optimal solution using the save-fbs Q has z∗PMP = 3 patterns (Fig. 9(b)), whereas a unit dummy job replacing job 4
in the save-fbs yields four patterns (Fig. 9(c)).

Example 25. Take d1 = 1, d2 = 3, E = {22}. No save-fbs exists and, although the addition of dummy job 3 creates the
save-fbs {1, 3}, the corresponding solution still uses three patterns.

In conclusion, for PMP|Tn (and therefore also for PMP|Sn) we end up with a unit gap. Closing this gap appears so far an
open problem.

As a counterpart, similarly to G = Kn but unlike G = Sn, a PMP-optimal solution always admits a non-preemptive
schedule (recall that with this term we mean a schedule with no job interrupted and at most one split job, see Definition 2)
and therefore, by Proposition 3, uses at most two open stacks. To see this, with x feasible solution of (4), call G̃ the graph
obtained by removing from G the arcs ijwith xij = 0 and adding to each node i a special loopwhenever xi > 0, i.e., whenever
x activates a pattern that produces a single part of type i. Denote also as G̃A the subgraph of G̃ induced by A ⊆ I . Observe
then:

Lemma 26. For G = Tn a PMP-optimal solution x with n− µ(I) patterns is necessarily scheduled by exactly µ(I) save-fbs.
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Proof. Suppose indirectly that x can be scheduled using q < µ(I) save-fbs. Since by assumption z∗PMP|Tn = n−µ(I), the rest
R must necessarily be scheduled using |R| − µ(I) + q < |R| patterns. At least one component of G̃R is then a tree, because
G̃R has less arcs then nodes and no isolated node. This tree then defines a save-fbs, so the number of save-fbs of x is >q. �

Theorem 27. For G = Tn, a PMP-optimal solution always admits a non-preemptive schedule.

Proof. First suppose z∗PMP|Tn = n− µ(I)+ 1.
Since there areµ(I) save-fbs, we can use Algorithm 1 to find a non-preemptive schedule of the rest Rwith |R|+1 patterns

and ≤1 split job. Moreover, Algorithm 1 applied to a save-fbs returns a non-preemptive schedule without split jobs (and
therefore saves one pattern). Hence the theorem is proved.

Suppose now z∗PMP|Tn = n− µ(I).
By Lemma 26, we know that the corresponding solution x has µ(I) save-fbs; thus, being every save-fbs non-preemptive

and without split jobs, it is sufficient to show that one can find an optimal non-preemptive schedule of the rest R.
As x uses µ(I) save-fbs and n−µ(I) patterns, Rmust be scheduled using |R| patterns. Hence, G̃R has |R| arcs (and nodes).

Every connected component G̃k
R = (Rk, Ek) of G̃R, k = 1, . . . , p, must then use |Rk

| patterns: should in fact it use less,
it would be a tree, that is a save-fbs; should instead it use more, then scheduling R would require >|R| patterns. Thus G̃k

R
contains either a self-loop or a cycle involvingmore than one node (but not both). The self-loop, if any, may be either special
(see above the definition of G̃) or not, that is, correspond either to an unmatched part or to self-matched parts.

For any connected component with a special self-loop on a long job, Algorithm 1 returns a non-preemptive schedule
with no split job. Moreover, at most one component has a special self-loop on a short job: if not, two unmatched short jobs
could bematched together, thus reducing the makespan. If one component Rk exists with a special self-loop s on a short job,
clearly xs = 1, otherwise the schedule would not minimize the makespan. Hence, adding a dummy job compatible to all
those in Rk and with demand 1 and applying Algorithm 1, a minimummakespan non-preemptive schedule is obtained.

Assume now G̃k
R with no special self-loops and let U be the relevant set of part types. Everyminimummakespan schedule

of the jobs inRk has no unmatched parts and applyingAlgorithm1 toU , we can schedule the jobs inU withmakespan d(U)/2,
since Algorithm 1 is CSP|Tn-optimal. Such a schedule is also non-preemptive. �

Corollary 28. For G = Tn there always exists a PMP-optimal schedule that uses≤2 open stacks.

6. Approaching PMP|Sn and PMP|Tn as 0–1 linear programming

In this sectionwe refer to the notation used in Section 2. Because equation (1)may not be verified by a packing of save-fbs
(also in a recursive way), problem (2) is no longer a valid formulation of the PMP (see Section 3). Indeed, problem (2) has
to be modified in order to guarantee both balanced subset feasibility (Section 3.1) and packing CSP-optimality (Section 3.2).
The former is accomplished by replacing in problem (2) the collection B of balanced subset with a family of save-fbs (indexed
in some set C), the latter by including equation (5):

max
−
k∈C

xk (9)−
k∈C

bikxk ≤ 1 i ∈ I

z∗RCSP +
−
k∈C


1
2

−
i∈I

dibik


xk = z∗CSP

xk ≥ 0, integer k ∈ C

where 1
2

∑
i∈I dibik = d(Bk)/2 is the length of the k-th save-fbs, and z∗RCSP is the least number of stock items required to cut

the part types not selected by x.
By Theorem 18,

z∗RCSP = d(P)−
−
k∈C

d(P ∩ Bk)xk +


d(Q )−

∑
k∈C

d(Q ∩ Bk)xk −
∑
j∈P

∑
i:ij∈E

φij

2


so replacing in (9) we upgrade the set packing (2) to

(USP) max
−
k∈C

xk (10)−
k∈C

bikxk ≤ 1 i ∈ I
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−

−
j∈P

−
i:ij∈E

φij −
−
k∈C

−
j∈P

djbjkxk ≤ 2z∗CSP − 2d(P)− d(Q )−
j:ij∈E

φij +
−
k∈C

dibikxk ≤ di i ∈ Q−
i:ij∈E

φij +
−
k∈C

djbjkxk ≤ dj j ∈ P

φij ≥ 0 ij ∈ E
xk ≥ 0, integer k ∈ C .

Let λ∗i , µ
∗

0, µ
∗

i , i ∈ I be the dual optimum values associated with non-trivial constraints of the linear relaxation of (10).
The pricing problem (3) is modified as follows:

min
b′,b′′

−
i∈I

(λ∗i + µ∗i di)(b
′

i + b′′i )− µ∗0

−
j∈P

dj(b′j + b′′j )


(11)−

j∈I:ij∈Ẽ

φij = b′idi i ∈ I

−
i∈I:ij∈Ẽ

φij = b′′j dj j ∈ I

b′(I) ≥ 1
b′i + b′′i ≤ 1 i ∈ I
b′i, b

′′

i ≥ 0 integer i ∈ I

φij ≥ 0 ij ∈ Ẽ

where Ẽ contains two directed arcs ij, ji for each ij ∈ E, i ≠ j (the nonzero φij fulfilling the equalities in (11) correspond
to the arcs of a bipartite subgraph of G; notice that the equality of (3) is here redundant, as it derives from those in (11)
summed up for i and j).

In the particular case Sn = Tn the flow formulation of the CSP can be projected onto variables φi, and reduces to
max{φ(P) :

∑i
j=1 φj ≤ d(Q (i)), φi ≤ di, i ∈ P}, where Q (i) ⊆ Q is the set of part types in Q compatible with i ∈ P .

Problem (10) then simplifies:

max
−
k∈C

xk (12)−
k∈C

bikxk ≤ 1 i ∈ I

−

−
j∈P

φj −
−
k∈C

−
j∈P

djbjkxk ≤ 2z∗CSP − 2d(P)− d(Q )

i−
j=1

φj +
−
k∈C

−
j∈Q (i)

djbjkxk ≤ d(Q (i)) i ∈ P

φi +
−
k∈C

dibikxk ≤ di i ∈ P

φi ≥ 0 i ∈ P
xk ≥ 0, integer k ∈ C .

Using optimal dual solution λ∗i (i ∈ I), σ ∗, and ρ∗i , θ
∗

i (i ∈ P) associated, in the order, with the constraints of (12), the
objective function of pricing problem (3) is modified as follows:

min
−
i∈I

λ∗i (b
′

i + b′′i )−
−
i∈P

σ ∗di(b′i + b′′i )+
−
i∈P

θ∗i d(Q (i) ∩ B)+
−
i∈P

ρ∗i di(b
′

i + b′′i )

where:−
i∈P

θ∗i d(Q (i) ∩ B) =
−
i∈Q

−
j∈P(i)

θ∗j di(b
′

i + b′′i )

and P(i) is the set of part types in P compatible with i ∈ Q ; so the pricing problem is:

min
−
i∈P

(λ∗i − σ ∗di + ρ∗i di)(b
′

i + b′′i )+
−
i∈Q


λ∗i +

−
j∈P(i)

(θ∗j di)


(b′i + b′′i ) (13)
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n−
i=1

dib′i =
n−

i=1

dib′′i

b′(I) ≥ 1
b′i + b′′i ≤ 1 i ∈ I

i−
j=1

djb′j ≤
−
j∈Q (i)

djb′′j i ∈ P (14)

i−
j=1

djb′′j ≤
−
j∈Q (i)

djb′j i ∈ P (15)

b′i, b
′′

i ≥ 0 integer i ∈ I

where constraints (14), (15) and the equality, derived from Q (i) ⊆ Q (i + 1) for i = 1 . . . |P| − 1, replace, simplifying, the
pricing equalities of the case Sn.

7. Experimental results

Good lower bounds are essential for the fast convergence of an exact algorithm for the PMP. In the case G = Sn, lower
bounds can be computed in different ways.

One is the linear relaxation of a formulation based on the standard Gilmore and Gomory’s CSP model, see Section 3:

(GGS) min π(E)+ π(I) (16)−
j:ij∈E, j≠i

xij + 2xii + xi = di i ∈ I

x(E)+ x(I) ≤ z∗CSP
xij ≤ uijπij ij ∈ E
xi ≤ uiπi i ∈ I
xij, xi ≥ 0, integer
πij, πi ∈ {0, 1} ij ∈ E, i ∈ I

where variables πi, πij are meant to count the total number of patterns activated. The upper bounds to xij and xi are:

uij =


min


 z∗CSPw −

∑
k∈I

wkdk

w − (wi + wj)

 , di, dj, z∗CSP

 ij ∈ E, i ≠ j

min


 z∗CSPw −

∑
k∈I

wkdk

w − 2wi

 ,
di
2

, z∗CSP

 ij ∈ E, i = j

and

ui = min


 z∗CSPw −

∑
k∈I

wkdk

w − wi

 , di, z∗CSP

 i ∈ I.

We call this model Gilmore–Gomory plus Setup, in short GGS.
Anotherway to get a lower bound is to solve the linear relaxation of the upgraded set packing formulation (10) developed

in Section 6, and referred to as USP.
Unlike GGS, USP has in principle exponentially many variables and therefore the lower bound must be obtained via de-

layed column generation through the pricing problem (11). Both approaches can be used to get a feasible, hopefully optimal,
solution by starting branch and bound from the formulation used to get the lower bound. In the case of GGS, an integer op-
timum is an optimal solution of PMP|Sn; in the case of USP, instead, the integer solution eventually found just provides an
upper bound.

A computational test was conceived in order to compare the two approaches to each other.
The instances solved featuren = 40, 60 and an average demand d̄ = 50, 100, 200. An instance is identified by a three-field

code nn.ddd.xx, where the first digits give n, themiddle ones d̄, and the last a progressive integer. To construct instances, we
setw = 10,000 and use CUTGEN1 [21] to get item sizeswi ranging between 500 and 10,000; a first compatibility graph Tn is
then constructed accordingly, and the Sn instance is finally obtained by removing arcs ij of Tn, i ∈ P, j ∈ Q , with probability
p = 1

2 . Ninety-nine instances have been generated on the whole. Although USP gives a lower bound for any di and Sn, we
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Table 1
Summary of results.

CSP PMP WMP

G Strongly polynomial z∗PMP ≥ n− µ(I) z∗WMP can be > 2

Sn Min-cost flow z∗PMP ≤ n+ odd(φ∗t (Q̂ )) z∗WMP can be > 2
z∗CSP = d(P)+ ⌈

d(Q )−φ∗

2 ⌉ z∗PMP ≤ n− µ(I)+ 1

Tn O(n log n) z∗PMP ≤ n− µ(I)+ 1 ∃ PMP-optimal
z∗PMP ≤ n+ odd solution with

z∗WMP ≤ 2
Kn z∗CSP = ⌈

d(I)
2 ⌉ z∗PMP = n− ν(I) ∃ PMP-optimal

z∗PMP ≤ n+ odd(d(I)) solution with
z∗WMP ≤ 2

filtered the instances through the min-cost flow algorithm of Theorem 18 so as to select those with odd(φ∗t (Q̂ )) = 0, for
which n − µ(I) provides the optimum value of the PMP. As a general feature, problems become increasingly difficult with
n and average demand.

For each instance, we

• applied branch-and-bound to GGS in order to find a feasible, hopefully optimal, solution within the time limit (during
this phase we also recorded the value zGGS0 of the linear relaxation at root and the best lower bound zGGSbest found during
branch-and-bound);
• computed a lower bound zUSP0 to USP by computing its linear relaxation of by column generation via the pricing problem

(11);
• applied branch-and-bound to the integer LP obtained in order to find a feasible, hopefully optimal, solution of USPwithin

the time limit.

The test was carried out on a PC equipped with an Intel Xenon 2.00 GHz CPU and 3 GB RAM. All (integer) LPs, including
(11) to find promising columns for USP, were solved by Cplex 9.1 with default configuration. For all instances a time limit of
3600 s was allowed.

The tables report the test outcome, and are structured as described below.

• Column 1 identifies the instance solved.
• Columns 2 and 3 describe the behaviour of GGS: the former indicates the time required by Cplex to reach the best feasible

solution; the latter, whether or not Cplex was able to return an optimum (this does not mean that Cplex was able to close
the integrality gap, as optimality can also be inferred by USP: a dash (-) indicates that the best integer solution foundwas
neither proved nor disproved to be optimum).
• Columns 4 to 7 describe the behaviour of USP: column 4 gives the total number of useful columns generated by the

pricing algorithm; column 5 the total time required by column generation; column 6 the total time required to get the
best feasible solution using Cplex with the resulting integer program (0 means < 0.001 s); column 7 tells us whether
or not the one eventually found is an optimum (a dash (-) indicates that the best integer solution was neither proved
nor disproved to be optimum); column 8 reports the percent integrality gap (zUSPint − ⌈z

USP
0 ⌉)/z

USP
int (0 indicates optimal

solution).
• Columns 9 to 11 compare the two approaches to each other, reporting the percent ratios (zGGS0 − zUSP0 )/zGGS0 (column

9) and (zGGSbest − zUSP0 )/zGGSbest (column 10). The last column compares the best feasible solutions found, reporting the ratios
(zGGSint −zUSPint )/zbestint , where zbestint = min{zGGSint , zUSPint }. A positive value in these columns then indicates that USP is better than
GGS, a negative value the opposite.
• All computation times are denoted in seconds.

Solving the linear relaxation of (16) always required negligible time.
For n = 40, the test consisted of forty-seven problems, thirteen for d̄ = 50, eighteen for d̄ = 100 and sixteen for d̄ = 200.

The outcome is reported in Tables 2–4. In three cases out of the easiest ones (40.050.01, 04 and 08) the best lower bound
of GGS slightly outperformed the root lower bound of USP; in all cases, the latter sensibly improves the GGS lower bound
at root. In twenty-three cases (48.94% of the test) USP returned an optimal solution, and did better than GGS in nineteen
cases. USP was not able to solve the linear relaxation within 3600 s in just two cases: 40.100.18 and 40.200.16 (the last lines
of Tables 3 and 4). GGS found an optimum in thirteen cases (27.66% of the test), and did better than USP in just one case
(40.050.11). USP improves the feasible solution of GGS from−3.45% to+9.68% (on average, by 1.65%).

For n = 60, the test used twenty-one problems with d̄ = 50, thirteen with d̄ = 100 and eighteen with d̄ = 200. The
outcome is reported in Tables 5–7, for a total of fifty-two. Also in this case, there were few instances for which USP was
not able to solve the linear relaxation in 3600 s: the last four with d̄ = 50, the last two with d̄ = 100 and the last four
with d̄ = 200. In the remaining forty-two instances GGS never gave a better linear relaxation than USP; moreover, Cplex
applied to GGS was never able to close the integrality gap, and could provide an optimal solution within the time limit only
once (60.050.12). Instead, with USP optimality was proved in four cases; also, USP improved the root lower bound of GGS
from 16.86% to 35.24% (on average, by 25.38%) and the best lower bound from 7.82% to 30.23% (on average, by 17.78%): the
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Table 2
Results for n = 40, part 1.

Prob. id GGS USP Comparison
tint Opt #cols tcolgen tint Opt Gap zUSP0 vs. zGGS0 zUSP0 vs. zGGSbest zGGSint vs. zUSPint

40.050.01 15 Yes 24 28 0 Yes 0 29.64 −1.90 0
40.050.02 68 No 53 35 0 Yes 0 15.28 5.30 2.94
40.050.03 39 Yes 44 35 0 Yes 0 21.60 5.29 0
40.050.04 11 Yes 42 47 0 Yes 0 24.30 −1.56 0
40.050.05 15 No 105 67 0 Yes 0 13.25 7.71 3.13
40.050.06 2756 Yes 66 77 1 Yes 0 27.30 14.38 0
40.050.07 581 – 100 80 0 – 2.94 18.88 10.40 0
40.050.08 41 Yes 78 84 0 Yes 0 23.38 −0.48 0
40.050.09 561 – 101 102 1 – 3.03 19.28 9.63 0
40.050.10 95 No 112 143 0 Yes 0 28.48 10.83 3.03
40.050.11 4 Yes 163 143 0 No 3.33 16.64 6.84 −3.45
40.050.12 112 No 132 143 0 Yes 0 21.61 16.18 6.25
40.050.13 219 No 142 143 0 – 3.13 30.53 18.83 6.25

Table 3
Results for n = 40, part 2.

Prob. id GGS USP Comparison
tint Opt #cols tcolgen tint Opt Gap zUSP0 vs. zGGS0 zUSP0 vs. zGGSbest zGGSint vs. zUSPint

40.100.01 6 Yes 25 13 0 Yes 0 25.76 6.14 0
40.100.02 2592 Yes 31 15 0 Yes 0 18.87 4.35 0
40.100.03 0 – 39 16 0 – 2.63 20.91 5.19 0
40.100.04 228 Yes 51 35 0 Yes 0 26.65 8.13 0
40.100.05 7 No 86 61 0 Yes 0 25.06 14.07 2.86
40.100.06 63 No 77 70 0 Yes 0 24.37 15.43 2.86
40.100.07 1 – 23 71 0 – 2.56 37.14 −0.53 0
40.100.08 19 – 31 72 0 – 2.70 34.31 8.10 0
40.100.09 68 No 88 75 1 Yes 0 23.53 11.51 3.03
40.100.10 6 – 88 95 1 – 2.78 28.78 15.24 0
40.100.11 325 – 69 121 1 – 2.78 27.95 9.58 0
40.100.12 3257 – 122 126 0 – 2.86 25.10 11.78 0
40.100.13 403 No 140 154 0 – 2.94 25.68 13.42 2.94
40.100.14 24 No 129 161 0 – 3.03 22.89 17.44 6.06
40.100.15 351 – 94 169 0 – 2.86 32.15 14.20 0
40.100.16 19 No 208 299 0 Yes 0 23.90 16.83 9.68
40.100.17 149 No 101 382 0 Yes 0 31.08 23.69 2.86
40.100.18 1490 – 558 3600 – – – – – –

Table 4
Results for n = 40, part 3.

Prob. id GGS USP Comparison
tint Opt #cols tcolgen tint Opt Gap zUSP0 vs. zGGS0 zUSP0 vs. zGGSbest zGGSint vs. zUSPint

40.200.01 1 Yes 29 30 0 Yes 0 27.22 6.95 0
40.200.02 633 Yes 54 58 0 Yes 0 27.68 10.65 0
40.200.03 2 – 42 117 0 – 5.26 29.30 11.31 0
40.200.04 1047 No 142 154 0 – 2.94 26.19 13.21 2.94
40.200.05 763 No 100 167 0 – 2.86 25.40 16.56 2.86
40.200.06 2772 Yes 62 186 0 Yes 0 30.40 12.47 0
40.200.07 2 No 65 212 0 Yes 0 27.03 16.58 5.56
40.200.08 10 Yes 36 228 0 Yes 0 36.27 13.32 0
40.200.09 857 – 113 243 0 – 5.56 24.27 14.73 0
40.200.10 2096 No 124 286 1 – 2.94 24.04 18.70 2.94
40.200.11 176 – 62 302 0 – 2.78 32.47 18.00 0
40.200.12 283 No 131 305 0 – 2.94 31.73 15.30 2.94
40.200.13 4 No 89 365 0 Yes 0 37.95 12.21 2.78
40.200.14 261 – 98 457 0 – 2.78 30.62 18.56 0
40.200.15 20 No 150 539 1 – 5.88 38.72 23.69 5.88
40.200.16 1173 – 31 3600 – – – – – –

relative improvement is more relevant as d̄— that is, as the problem complexity — increases. Finally USP gave in all but five
cases strictly better feasible solutions than GGS; among these five cases, only one witnessed a better performance of GGS
(60.050.12). All in all, USP improved the feasible solution of GGS from−1.96% to 4.58% (on average, by 4.40%).
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Table 5
Results for n = 60, part 1.

Prob. id GGS USP Comparison
tint Opt #cols tcolgen tint Opt Gap zUSP0 vs. zGGS0 zUSP0 vs. zGGSbest zGGSint vs. zUSPint

60.050.01 2 – 83 69 0 – 3.64 21.46 7.82 0
60.050.02 840 No 116 101 0 – 1.89 21.32 11.26 1.89
60.050.03 17 No 125 196 0 – 1.92 18.21 9.74 1.92
60.050.04 191 No 153 206 0 – 1.96 23.19 16.42 3.92
60.050.05 206 No 163 241 0 – 1.92 24.55 14.70 1.92
60.050.06 207 No 143 252 0 – 2.04 20.61 14.49 4.08
60.050.07 3562 No 241 328 1 – 2.04 17.01 13.59 4.08
60.050.08 641 No 197 381 0 – 2.00 22.51 13.17 2.00
60.050.09 40 No 174 406 1 Yes 0 22.88 15.65 6.00
60.050.10 220 No 187 433 1 – 1.96 29.75 17.06 1.96
60.050.11 23 No 188 493 1 – 2.13 23.25 16.87 6.38
60.050.12 976 Yes 227 500 1 No 2.08 23.35 18.49 −1.96
60.050.13 1398 No 137 519 0 – 1.92 28.54 14.41 1.96
60.050.14 46 No 180 565 0 – 1.96 26.93 15.97 13.64
60.050.15 763 No 366 664 1 – 2.27 20.81 19.00 13.33
60.050.16 1133 No 409 727 0 Yes 0 20.56 18.05 13.33
60.050.17 244 No 208 889 1 – 2.08 30.97 24.77 2.08
60.050.18 50 No 60 3600 – – – – – –
60.050.19 469 No 59 3600 – – – – – –
60.050.20 31 No 58 3600 – – – – – –
60.050.21 166 No 50 3600 – – – – – –

Table 6
Results for n = 60, part 2.

Prob. id GGS USP Comparison
tint Opt #cols tcolgen tint Opt Gap zUSP0 vs. zGGS0 zUSP0 vs. zGGSbest zGGSint vs. zUSPint

60.100.01 2806 – 102 199 0 – 1.89 17.53 12.27 0
60.100.02 1381 – 149 267 0 – 1.89 18.86 12.84 0
60.100.03 370 No 146 268 0 – 1.92 19.40 10.98 1.92
60.100.04 157 No 132 435 0 – 3.70 28.35 18.09 3.70
60.100.05 386 No 188 470 0 – 3.92 19.58 14.13 1.96
60.100.06 7 No 90 505 0 – 3.70 33.00 18.61 1.85
60.100.07 296 No 167 678 0 Yes 0 31.31 23.42 5.88
60.100.08 22 No 247 705 0 – 2.00 20.39 10.78 2.00
60.100.09 589 No 227 969 0 – 2.00 28.44 19.19 6.00
60.100.10 1394 No 134 1191 0 – 1.85 31.30 18.58 1.85
60.100.11 262 No 222 1214 0 – 2.08 26.51 22.44 8.33
60.100.12 1112 – 38 3600 – – – – – –
60.100.13 43 – 28 3600 – – – – – –

Table 7
Results for n = 60, part 3.

Prob. id GGS USP Comparison
tint Opt #cols tcolgen tint Opt Gap zUSP0 vs. zGGS0 zUSP0 vs. zGGSbest zGGSint vs. zUSPint

60.200.01 382 No 137 571 0 Yes 0 16.86 11.11 1.89
60.200.02 95 No 143 613 1 – 1.85 28.51 20.26 3.70
60.200.03 166 – 102 671 0 – 1.85 27.18 11.29 0
60.200.04 2798 No 252 1303 0 – 2.04 23.48 13.18 6.12
60.200.05 1455 No 151 1368 0 – 1.85 27.23 21.93 3.70
60.200.06 253 No 181 1489 1 – 3.92 34.10 22.46 1.96
60.200.07 378 No 184 1604 0 – 1.89 24.51 19.40 5.66
60.200.08 667 No 302 1793 1 – 2.08 27.83 22.22 14.58
60.200.09 336 No 264 2025 1 – 3.92 28.70 27.07 5.88
60.200.10 315 No 181 2143 1 – 3.77 35.24 26.04 3.77
60.200.11 2727 No 250 2256 1 – 1.96 27.44 22.90 10.42
60.200.12 608 No 334 2485 1 – 4.17 32.59 29.58 14.58
60.200.13 118 No 381 2547 1 – 4.17 29.45 26.30 14.58
60.200.14 216 No 262 2804 2 – 1.92 32.13 30.23 5.77
60.200.15 826 – 11 3600 – – – – – –
60.200.16 63 – 17 3600 – – – – – –
60.200.17 3252 – 3 3600 – – – – – –
60.200.18 59 – 198 3600 – – – – – –
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The time required to compute the lower bound at root by USP ranges from 69 to 2804 s; at this point, branch-and-
bound is completed in negligible time, that is, 100% of the time is in practice spent in generating columns. Anyhow Cplex
could generate all the promising columns of the linear relaxation in eighty-seven cases out of ninety-nine. Recall that in
this preliminary experience we do pricing by Cplex: thus, there is hopefully margin to improve efficiency by devising a
specialized oracle to solve problem (11).

8. Conclusions and future research

We extended an earlier work of McDiarmid on 1-dimensional cutting pattern minimization problems with two items
per pattern. The problems here considered differ from McDiarmid’s since in our case a compatibility graph is introduced
to express the possibility that pairs of part types cannot be obtained from the same stock size. We focused on two types of
graphs, relevant in applications: the split graph Sn and the threshold graph Tn. The former divides part types into a clique
Q of mutually compatible ones and a stable set P of mutually incompatible ones, being any pair (i, j) with i ∈ Q , j ∈ P
arbitrarily compatible or not, the latter is a special case of split graph and simply prohibits cutting together part types the
sum of whose lengths exceeds the stock size.

We showed (i) that in both cases the cutting stock problem can still be solved in polynomial time; (ii) that in the case of
Tn a minimum trim loss solution can always be scheduled by maintaining≤2 open stacks; (iii) that in the case of Tn, but not
of Sn, a non-preemptive PMP-optimal solution always exists, and then a PMP-optimal schedule with≤2 open stacks. Table 1
summarizes the results obtained.

We also extended the concept of balanced subset introduced by McDiarmid and, on this basis, were able to address
pattern minimization in the cases Sn and Tn by an upgraded set packing (USP) formulation. The formulation, which has an
exponential number of variables,was compared to a standard formulation (GGS)which adaptsGilmore andGomory’s cutting
stock model to pattern minimization by adding activation variables. Using delayed column generation, we can obtain from
USP a lower bound by linear relaxation. In our computational tests this bound proved to be from13.25% to 38.72%, on average
25.97% (from −1.90% to 30.23%, on average 14.54%), better than the one computed at root (than the best one obtained by
Cplex during branch-and-bound) with GGS. Thanks to this feature, better integer solutions are found in less time via USP
rather than via GGS.

A drawback of USP is that, for G = Sn, it may provide an optimal solution having one pattern more than the optimum.
This drawback, generally inessential in applications, does not arise in the simpler case studied by McDiarmid and derives
from parity reasons. Future research is needed to see if this gap can be closed. A more important goal would be to provide
an ad-hoc combinatorial pricing algorithm to be used in a branch-and-price scheme.
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